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The Meal, Ready-to-Eat â€” commonly known as the MRE â€” is a self-contained, individual field
ration in lightweight packaging bought by the United States Department of Defense for its
service members for use in combat or other field conditions where organized food facilities are
not available. While MREs should be kept cool, they do not need to be refrigerated. MREs have
also been distributed to civilians during natural disasters. The first U. Later, self-contained kits
were issued as a whole ration and contained canned meat, bread, coffee, sugar and salt. During
the First World War , canned meats were replaced with lightweight preserved meats salted or
dried to save weight and allow more rations to be carried by soldiers carrying their supplies on
foot. At the beginning of World War II , a number of new field rations were introduced, including
the Mountain ration and the Jungle ration. However, cost-cutting measures by Quartermaster
Command officials during the latter part of World War II and the Korean War again saw the
predominance of heavy canned C rations issued to troops, regardless of operating environment
or mission. After repeated experiences with providing prepared rations to soldiers dating from
before World War II, Pentagon officials ultimately realized that simply providing a nutritionally
balanced meal in the field was not adequate. Service members in various geographic regions
and combat situations often required different subsets of ingredients for food to be considered
palatable over long periods. Moreover, catering to individual tastes and preferences would
encourage service members to actually consume the whole ration and its nutrition. Most
importantly, the use of specialized forces in extreme environments and the necessity of
carrying increasingly heavy field loads while on foot during extended missions required
significantly lighter alternatives to standard canned wet rations. In , the Department of Defense
began developing the "Meal, Ready to Eat", a ration that would rely on modern food preparation
and packaging technology to create a lighter replacement for the canned Meal, Combat,
Individual ration. However, just as with the Jungle ration, its expense compared to canned wet
rations, as well as the costs of stocking and storing a specialized field ration, led to its limited
usage and repeated attempts at discontinuance by Quartermaster Command officials. Early
MRE prototypes that involved freeze-dried and dehydrated foods were developed under Dr.
Further effort, led by Dr. Rauno A. Lampi, Chief of Food Systems Equipment Division at the
Natick Soldier Research, Development and Engineering Center, concentrated on the refinement
of the retort pouch to contain a wet ration with a three-to-ten year shelf life that could be easily
shipped, carried in the field, opened and consumed straight out of the package if necessary
with no further heat or water. The MRE has been in continuous development since its
introduction. In , a Flameless Ration Heater FRH , a water-activated exothermic reaction product
that emits heat, allowed a service member in the field to enjoy a hot meal. By , commercial-like
graphics images were added to make the packets more user-friendly and appealing, while
biodegradable materials were introduced for inedible components, such as spoons and
napkins. The number of main dishes expanded to 16 by including vegetarian options , 20 by and
24 by The ration originally came in a dark brown outer bag from to because it was designed for
service in the temperate forests and plains of central Europe. It was replaced in with a tan outer
bag that was better suited for service in the deserts of the Middle East. By , a bean burrito main
dish was introduced. In addition to having measuring marks to indicate levels of liquid for
precise measurement, they can be sealed and placed inside the flameless heater. The IOM
indicated servicemembers who were classified as highly active men between the ages of 18 and
30 typically burn about 4, Calories kcal a day, but tended to only consume about 2, Calories a
day during combat, entering a negative energy balance. This imbalance occurs when
servicemembers fail to consume full portions of their rations. Bar , designed with elite or
specialized forces in mind. Lighter than the typical MRE, they require no preparation and allow
servicemembers to eat them while traveling. Packaging requirements are strict. New forms of
packaging are being considered to better meet these requirements including the use of zein to
replace the foil, which can be easily punctured, conducts heat, and is reflective which may give
away a servicemember's position. As a result of earlier unauthorized sales to civilians, the
Department of Defense requires that "U. According to a spokesman for eBay, "until a law is
passed saying you can't sell these things, we're not going to stop them from being sold on the
site. An investigation done in for the US Government Accountability Office determined multiple
instances where sellers on eBay may have improperly obtained MREs and sold them to the
public for private gain. Consequently, "if military MREs are sold to the general public on eBay,
then they are clearly not reaching their intended recipients and represent a waste of taxpayer
dollars and possible criminal activity. The growth of MREs listed on eBay in resulted in a
government investigation of whether they were intended for Hurricane Katrina victims, and the
news media nickname "Meals Ready for eBay". In the Philippines , the government stepped in to
stop MREs from being sold in local markets. General contents may include: [24]. Many items are
fortified with nutrients. In addition, DoD policy requires units to augment MREs with fresh food

and A-rations whenever feasible, especially in training environments. In an effort to make MREs
more palatable to service members and match ever-changing trends in popular tastes, the
military is constantly seeking feedback to adjust MRE menus and ingredients. In the following
list, only main entrees are listed. This is followed by the Lot Number , a 4-digit Julian date code
that is also repeated on the individual components in the MREs. The first digit is the last digit of
the Year e. The next 3 digits are equal to the day of the year i. Rations optimally must be kept in
a cool, dry place during storage. They are often inspected by the U. Army veterinary food
personnel and their shelf life may extend beyond the inspection test date. The use of rations for
noncombat environments has been questioned. For example, the frankfurters, which came
sealed in pouches of four, were referred to as "the four fingers of death". While the myth that
the gum found in MREs contains a laxative is false however, they are sweetened with xylitol , a
mild laxative , the crackers in the ration pack do contain a higher than normal vegetable content
to facilitate digestion. A superstition exists among troops about the Charms candies that come
with some menus: they are considered bad luck, especially if actually eaten. None of the meals
rated higher than a 5. Soldiers serving in Iraq dubbed it the "Vomelet", both for its appearance
and taste. It was discontinued in Aircrew Build to Order Meal Module ABOMM are a special
variant consisting of repacking existing MRE food elements into a form that provides military
flight crews and tank operators with a meal designed to be eaten on the go or while operating
their aircraft or ground vehicle without the use of utensils, and packaged for use in confined
spaces. These are tailored to provide the same nutritional content, but will not contain offending
ingredients. To keep with dietary laws, the entree and accessory packets are packed in two
separate inner boxes in an outer case and come in kosher or halal only the two special ration
types are never mixed in a shipping case. The original meals were kosher only and came in 4
Beef, 4 Chicken, 2 Salmon, and 2 Gefilte Fish menus. Each menu contains an average of
kilocalories and has a shelf life of 3 to 10 months. There is also a special kosher meal certified
for Passover requirements. Each meal is in its own packet and come 12 packets to a case. It is
designed to feed a single person for a full day, and the menus were intended to be palatable to
many religious and cultural tastes around the globe. To meet this goal, no animal products or
by-products, no alcohol or alcohol-based products, and minimal dairy products are used in their
production. It is otherwise created and packaged much like MREs; feedback from the
Afghanistan campaign led to the interior packing being reinforced to withstand being
air-dropped, as the packets sometimes ruptured on impact. The outer bag is tinted a
high-visibility red or yellow and has an American flag and a picture of a person eating out of the
bag with a spoon. There are usually instructions printed on it in English and one or more local
languages as well. In extreme cold temperatures, the packaged wet food in MREs can freeze
solid, rendering the food inedible and the heating packet insufficient. Clad in white packaging, it
offers a freeze-dried entree designed to be eaten with heated water, the same side ingredients
as the standard MRE, and additional drink mixes to encourage additional hydration. The caloric
and fat content of the meals is also increased. MARCs were developed specifically for detainees
at Guantanamo Bay, and have since found wider spread use, notably Iraq and Afghanistan.
MARC meals are entirely vegetarian as an easy way to prevent conflicts with culturally
"prohibited products" Islam and Judaism forbidding pork, Hindus avoiding beef, etc. However,
they are neither Kosher nor Halal certified. The MLRP is designed for troops who may receive
limited or no resupply, and weight of the ration is critical. The Modular Operational Rations
Enhancement MORE is issued as a supplement to meals for troops in extreme, demanding
operational environments such as high-intensity training events. It provides a lower calorie
count an average of kilocalories for less intensive training environments, such as classroom
instruction. It replaces the earlier mess-hall bagged lunches, catered meals or field kitchens for
field instruction. The TOTM allows troops to become familiar with the MRE and its contents
without providing an excessive amount of calories to troops who will not necessarily burn them.
It uses a transparent outer plastic bag with commercial markings rather than the MRE's tan
plastic bag with standard markings. There are currently 3 different lists of twelve menus,
making a total of 36 different meals. It comes packed in sealed metal trays that are heated and
then opened. It contains food bars and a drink mix. The "Jimmy Dean", a pre-packaged
shelf-stable ration containing, among other items, a pre-made Jimmy Dean brand deli-style
sandwich, is often issued in the field to U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other
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rations began in when his uncle purchased a case of US rations from an Army Navy Store. The
first ration Steve ate from the case was a ham slice meal manufactured in , which he ate cold
because he did not know how to use the heating device. As soon as the brace was removed
from his arm, he made the video. Despite eating rations that are well beyond the recommended
shelf life specified by Natick Laboratories and other manufacturers, Steve has reported that he
rarely becomes ill, though he did contract E. And bitterness. Because many of the rations Steve
opens are extremely rare, he has stated that he will only open and review a ration once he has
obtained a duplicate that will remain unopened in a private collection. His video voice-overs
have gained traction within his subscriber community for their calm delivery, and signature
catch-phrases such as "nice hiss" when opening a can or pouch resulting in air evacuation ,
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Updated: 2 February These convenient, ultra-durable, and super compact meals were developed
by the military to replace the heavy, bulky rations that preceded them. Earlier military meals
required much more time and resources to prepare and because of their weight and bulk they
also required more effort to move. Early rations also left behind a good deal of waste â€” a clue
to the location and movement and number of troops. MRE foods was introduced in the s as a
way to improve military efficiency as well as boost morale and add nutritional value to military
rations. Modern day MRE meals are individually packaged, complete meals that contain all the
calories needed to feed one active person. MREs are incredibly compact, lightweight, and
durable making them easy to carry and to store. An MRE is a complete meal for one person. The
meal is entirely self-contained in a small, durable package. Each MRE contains about 1, calories
as well as the necessary vitamins and minerals to be a balanced meal. MREs can be eaten as
the sole source of sustenance or can be used in conjunction with other emergency food
supplies like freeze-dried or canned foods. MREs are not freeze-dried nor dehydrated; therefore
they can be eaten directly out of the packaging with no preparation whatsoever. While MREs are
designed to be edible directly out of the packaging, they are much more enjoyable when
warmed up. Unlike most other survival foods, MREs do not require water for reconstitution,
cooking, or heating. Rather, these fully cooked meals come complete with a single-use
flameless heater that will heat the meal quickly without the use of precious fuel. MRE meals are
packaged individually. Each meal is fully cooked and sealed in an aluminum foil and plastic
pouch. These pouches are then heated for sterilization purposes. These individually sealed
pouches keep oxygen from reaching the food, which keeps it from spoiling. MRE packaging is
made to withstand harsh weather conditions as well as significant impacts like parachute drops.
MREs can also withstand extreme heat and freezing temperature without immediate negative
effect. Extreme temperatures may affect the long-term shelf life of an MRE. The shelf life of an
MRE is specifically dependent on the temperature at which it is stored. Keeping your MREs at a
steady temperature is the best way to ensure their shelf life. Temperature variations have been
shown to cause degradation and decreased shelf life. Storing your MREs at lower temperatures
will increase the shelf life to up to 5 years, however MREs should not be frozen as a storage
technique. While MRE meals can withstand freezing, they lose their long-term storage capability
once thawed and must be consumed. In an emergency or disaster situation water may be of
questionable quality or completely unavailable. An MRE requires no water for preparation so
they are ideal when water conservation is prudent. This means you can save your fuel or

choose not to carry large amounts in your pack or emergency kit. The shelf life decreases in
relation to higher storage temperatures. MREs are complete meals with average calorie counts
around 1, per meal. In an emergency situation a conveniently pre-packaged balanced meal may
be much easier than figuring out each component. Wow what a great company. I have been
reading Survival Warehouse Blog for years. When I saw they opened a Survival Store I decided
to check it out. Was reallyâ€¦. Great Company to deal with, was extremely impressed with the
customer service, particularly the girls in the office. I ordered a one year supply of the mountain
house Freeze Driedâ€¦. Fantastic products extremely fast service website was extremely easy to
use I received my Mono-vault ahead of the estimated shipping date. I must say its a fantastic
product, Iâ€¦. JavaScript seem to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Search: Search. Weekly
Specials Low Price Guarantee. Home MRE Meals. MRE Meals. Show 9 15 30 50 per page. Add to
Cart. Out of stock. MRE Preparation MREs are not freeze-dried nor dehydrated; therefore they
can be eaten directly out of the packaging with no preparation whatsoever. No Water Needed In
an emergency or disaster situation water may be of questionable quality or completely
unavailable. Shop By. My Cart. You have no items in your shopping cart. Compare Products.
Was reallyâ€¦ Roger Whilton. I ordered a one year supply of the mountain house Freeze Driedâ€¦
Jack Hennessey. I must say its a fantastic product, Iâ€¦ Dareen Lawson. View All. All Rights
Reserved. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Please accept our apologies for the
inconvenience. MREs Meal Ready to Eat are the ideal emergency preparedness and survival
food â€” they are ready to eat, with no preparation required! They are also great for outdoor
activities such as camping , hunting , hiking , biking , fishing , RV and motorcycle road trips ,
and general outdoor recreation. MRE retort pouch packaging is flexible, is extremely durable
and can withstand rough conditions, allowing for the extended shelf life of the food contents.
MRE's are completely precooked, self-contained foods
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military meals that require no refrigeration and can be eaten cold, although we think they taste
better heated see optional MRE Heating Methods. The shelf life of MREs is based on storage
temperature, but typically one can expect an average shelf life of 5 to 7 years for most products
or longer if kept in cooler conditions see MRE Shelf Life Chart. We've been a trusted supplier of
civilian Military Meals Ready to Eat for over 25 years! We receive our MRE products direct from
U. Plus, we identify and publish production dates for our inventory of Civilian MREs produced
by military manufacturers. Call us at All Rights Reserved. Contact Us. Actual Price:. Our price is
lower than the manufacturer's "minimum advertised price. You have no obligation to purchase
the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. Add to
Cart. Shop By. Community Poll. PayPal Financing Available. Site Map Advanced Search. Email
Notifications Sign Up. Send us an E-mail. Please wait

